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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a detection scheme to protect the Web server by inspecting HTTP out-
bound traffic from insider attacks which reveal confidential/private information or spread malware
codes through Web. Our proposed scheme has a two-step hierarchy with a signature-based detector
using Snort, and an anomaly-based detector using HMM. Through the verification analysis under the
attacked Web server environment, it has been shown that our proposed scheme improves the detec-
tion rate.
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1 Introduction

Attacks with criminal motives of intentional harm to the victim system evolved from simple spoofing
other’s password to the complicated Web-based attacks. Because more and more systems are reliant upon
the Web server to get and exchange information through the Internet, Web-based attacks have become
an important subject in the security field. In addition, defending against Web-based attacks has become
increasingly complex and hard, and intruders try to bypass the traditional attack path. Web-based attacks
expose the vulnerability of the victim system and spread malwares to other hosts communicating with
the victim system[1]. A hierarchical layered schemes with firewall, IDS(Intrusion Detection system),
and WAF(Web Application Firewall) are provided to cope with above attacks and they protect the victim
system very well. Traditionally they detect external outsider threats by inspecting inward traffic towards
the system.

Even though outsider attacks are constantly evolving and increasing, they are well detected and
protected with the corresponding technical improvement. However, because an insider directly accesses
to the Web server and insider attacks bypass the traditional Web-based intrusion path, insider attacks
should be coped with in other ways. In addition, there are detoured attacks aided by the insider. For
example, they are infected e-mails sent to insiders and using malicious USB memory or PDA with the
aid of insiders. This unusual type of attacks becomes more serious and common threat which uses the
legal privileges for malicious purposes. Insider attacks (including detoured attacks aided by the insider)
already have overtaken Web-based viruses and worm attacks as the most reported security incident[2].
Up to now, several detection technologies for insider attacks are proposed. It is found that insiders show
unusual activities or abnormal behaviors when they access system resources for attacking purpose. Thus,
most works are based on identifying abnormal insider’s behaviors and finding any significant change
in insider’s activities. In addition, many insider attacks and detoured attacks to Web servers reveal
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confidential/private information or spread malware codes to outside of the victim system, and these harm
could be protected by inspecting the outbound traffic.

In this paper, we propose a scheme to detect insider attacks to the Web server by inspecting outbound
traffic rather than inbound traffic. We combine two approaches of detection systems to inspect outbound
HTTP packets. That is, our proposal is a two-step detection scheme with two popular approaches;
signature-based and anomaly-based. Our signature-based detector is implemented with snort and the
anomaly-based detector with HMM(Hidden Markov Model). We cannot find any other hybrid system
combining two approaches to detect insider attacks. Through the verification, we show that inside attacks
are detected by inspecting HTTP outbound traffic from the Web server and our two-step scheme improves
detection efficiency compared to each detection approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related works on security vul-
nerabilities on the Web and solutions to them. In section 3, we propose our two-step detection scheme.
In Section 4, we verify our scheme with real datasets collected under the attacked environment. In Sec-
tion5, a summary is provided.

2 Related Works

In this section, we address related woks on Web-based outsider attack, insider attack, and their counter-
measures. In 2010, OWASP announced the updated top 10 most critical Web application security risks to
educate about the consequences of the most important Web application security weaknesses and provide
basic techniques to protect against these high risk problem areas[3]. The WASC Threat Classification
v2.0 shows proper classification of threats into attacks and weakness for static/core view[4]. Both show
seriousness of Web-based attacks with focus on application layer of the protocol suite. Application vul-
nerabilities could provide the means for malicious end users to breach a system’s protection mechanisms
in order to gain access to confidential and private information or system resources[4].

There are a lot of attack classifications. For example, insider attack and outsider attack are defined by
the attack location. To detect and protect from Web-based outsider attacks, a hierarchical Web security
system is commonly used. The traditional security system could protect the Web server from external
threats by inspecting the inbound traffic through layers of firewall, IDS, and Web application firewall as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Traditional Security System for a Web server

This approach to defend the Web server allows filtering different attacks in each layer by inspecting
inbound traffic. Firewall, which filters the specific network traffic between the network and the Web
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server, uses packet filtering and stateful inspection to detect the simple intrusions in the first stage of the
hierarchical security system. However, the firewall cannot prevent against previously unknown attack
types and protect against insider attacks[5]. The second stage, IDS uses signature-based or anomaly-
based approaches to protect against attacks that pass the firewall in the first stage. Signature-based IDS
finds known pattern of misbehaviors in the message context, and anomaly-based IDS finds any deviation
from the normal context pattern. IDS also can be classified according to the location and the purpose
as NDIS(Network-based DIS) and HDIS(Host-based DIS). Mostly, NDIS is used in the second stage of
the hierarchical security system. Web application firewall filters packets by applying a set of rules to
inbound traffic. It uses Positive Security Model and Negative Security Model or both. It filters packets
which already pass both firewalls and IDS[6].

Even though most of current intrusion detection systems only use one of the two detection ap-
proaches, signature-based detection or anomaly-based detection, both of them have their own limitations.
Signature-based IDSs cannot detect any unknown attacks whereas anomaly-based IDSs cannot detect any
attacks of untrained type. Thus, the detection rate of the signature-based detection is relative low, but FP
rate of anomaly-based IDSs is not negligible. Snort is widely used IDS which allows pattern search for
signature-based detection, and new works on using snort rules in IDS have been proposed[7, 8]. Security
tools incorporating anomaly-based detection are proposed and HMM, a statistical model of a system as
a Markovian process with hidden states, has been shown to provide a high level performance for detect-
ing intrusions[9, 10]. Lately, hybrid IDSs have been proposed by combining the two approaches in one
system. For example, a hybrid IDS is obtained by combining packet header anomaly detection (PHAD)
and network traffic anomaly detection (NETAD) or a hybrid intrusion detection system (HIDS) is con-
figured with three sub-modules of misused detection module, anomaly detection module and signature
generation module[11, 12]. However, they detect only external outsider attacks. Even though external
outsider attacks are constantly evolving and increasing, they are well detected and protected with the
corresponding technical improvement.

Insider attacks, unusual type of attacks, become more serious and common threat which uses the
insider’s legal privileges for malicious purpose. In fact, the traditional security system pays little attention
to what is happening inside the system even though they could inspect it. Insider who is defined as an
individual with privileged access to an IT system[13], shows unusual activities or behaviors when he
accesses system resources for attack purpose. Thus, Information about the user’s pattern of behaviors
and activities could be inspected for detection purpose. Up to now, there are some verified prevention
and detection technology and security program for insider attacks. Most works are based on identifying
abnormal insider’s behavior and finding any significant change in an insider’s activity. For example,
Shavlik addressed a detection system through user profiling[14]. However, it may not enough to make a
conclusion of a malicious act merely from knowing only user’s activity and need further verification[2].
In addition to the insider attack, detoured attacks aided by the insider to the Web server are possible.
For example, e-mail attacks with attached malwares and attacks using USB memory/PDA attack with
the aid of the insider are also considered as a sort of insider attack. If an e-mail containing a malware
is sent to the insider and the insider accepts it, it causes the victim system to be remotely controlled by
the outsider. If an outsider connects USB memory or PDA infected malwares to the Web server with
the aid of any insider, it causes detoured attack. Insider attacks to the Web server cause information
leakage and malware distribution through the outbound traffic and we need other approach to detect
them. Insider attack and detoured attack with the aid of insider to Web servers use weakness of OWASP
Top 10 or malware codes, thus cause altering HTML documents with tags and JavaScript codes as well
as SQL injection in DB. When this falsified Web page is activated by the malware code, it could reveal
confidential/ private information and distribute malware codes.

If HTML tags disseminating malware are divided into several parts and stored partially into DBMS
and any symptom of the malware appears in the traffic only when activated, it is very difficult for security
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programs to detect them. However, this kind of attack could be detected by inspecting the outbound
traffic.

Traditionally, conventional security solutions monitor network communication without paying much
attention to outgoing traffic, due to high processing cost of packet level network traffic analysis[15].
Lately, several works on inspecting outbound traffic for security reasons have been proposed. It is shown
that many insider attacks to the Web server show similar patterns in the HTTP outbound traffic[16], and
the potential HTTP-based application-level attack exploits the features of Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML)[17]. Thus, currently unknown insider attacks also could be detected by inspecting outbound
traffic. If any deviation from normal context pattern of tags and JavaScript codes for the specific traffic
is found in the outbound HTTP packets, it could be detected as an attack.

Based on above analysis, we propose a two-step detection scheme for insider and detoured attacks
by monitoring HTTP outbound traffic. Our proposal has the following properties different from other
related works.

1) Operation: Our detection scheme inspects HTTP outbound packets from a Web server rather than
inbound packets, and detects information leakage or malware codes generated by insider and detoured
attacks.

2) Implementation: We create new 107 detection rules from the analyzed signatures into Snort and
configure new HMM models for probability evaluation. Signature-based detection and anomaly-based
detection operate in two sequential steps.

3 Proposed Detection Scheme with Two Step Hierarchy

3.1 Overview of the proposal

What our proposed scheme could detect includes insider attacks, detoured attacks and unknown attacks
which all show abnormal symptoms when they send HTTP packets through the network as discussed in
section 2.

Figure 2: Proposed Two-Step Detection Scheme

Therefore, instead of analyzing user’s profiling or user’s activities and instead of inspecting inbound
traffic towards the system, we propose to inspect and detect abnormal HTTP outbound traffic caused by
the insider attack. Our proposed scheme shown in Figure 2 is a two-step detection system composed of
a signature–based IDS using Snort and an anomaly-based IDS using HMM.
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3.2 Signature-based Detection

The first step of our detection scheme is a signature–based detection implemented using Snort which is
an open source network intrusion prevention and detection system combining the benefit of signature,
protocol and anomaly-based inspection. A signature is a distinctive mark or characteristics contained in
the context of a packet. Our signature-based detector inspects the symptoms of disseminating malware,
XSS, URL Spoofing and information leakage from the Web server.

All these symptoms are represented as special forms of tags and JavaScript codes as well as particular
context in HTML documents. Thus, above attacks could be detected by finding predefined signatures in
the HTML documents transferred from the Web server. Table 1 and Table 2 show typical signatures
that appear in HTML tags and JavaScript code spreading malwares. Figure 3 shows the detailed process
of creating a rule from a signature in Snort[16]. Snort has a function to detect abnormal context in the
outbound packets if proper signatures and rules are provided. We created 107 rules into Snort to detect
predefined signatures. Our rules detect the actual vulnerability with signatures extracted in the abnormal
HTML documents.

Table 1: Some Signatures that appear in HTML tags
Tag name Attribute name Attribute value

HEIGHT 0
IFRAME FRAMEBORDER 0

SRC (1)
IFRAME WIDTH 0

SRC (1)
LINK HREF (1)
SCRIPT SRC (1)
(1) It doesn’t start with ”http://Web server IP address or domain name” or ”./”, ”/”

Table 2: Some Signatures that appear in JavaScript
JavaScrpt Code

String.fromCharCode(
decodeURIComponent(

charCodeAt(
document.write(”<OBJ....width=0

3.3 Anomaly-based Detection

The second step of our detection scheme is an anomaly-based detection which detects attacks by using
HMM and finding the probability of an observed sequence.

Normal models are created by training with datasets of tags and JavaScript codes found in the normal
HTML documents where observation sequences are HTML documents assembled by the packets in the
outbound traffic. HMM is a statistical model of a system as a Markovian process with hidden states.
An HMM is characterized by the number of states N, the number of distinct observation symbols per
state M, the state transition probability distribution A, the observation symbol probability distribution in
a state B, and the initial state distribution π . Given appropriate values of N, M, A, B, and π , HMM can
generate an observation sequence O. Thus, HMM requires specifications of two model parameters(N,
M), observation symbols, and three probability measurements (A, B, π) and the compact notation λ=(π ,
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Figure 3: Detailed Process of Creating Rules

A, B) is used to indicate HMM model[18]. As an application of HMM to detecting attack, we can find
how to compute P(O| λ )under the given model λ=(π , A, B) with observation sequence O and how to
adjust the model parameters λ=(π , A, B) to maximize P(O| λ ).

Figure 4: Process of converting into observation sequence

With Baum-Welch algorithm for this problem, we can train with the normal dataset in the same way
of finding optimal values for π , A and B to maximize the probability of observation sequence O given
λ . Then, use the probability evaluation which finds the probability of the observation sequences(tags or
JavaScript codes in outbound traffic) in the normal model to detect attacks. We already addressed an IDS
with HMM[19]. Our proposed method using HMM checks whether the tags or JavaScript codes in the
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HTTP outbound packet are normal or not. After parsing HTML tags, the parsed tags are converted into
observation sequence as shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows how to apply HTML tags to HMM model
where three hidden states are defined and the probability of observation sequence are initiated.

Figure 5: HMM Model for HTML Tags

4 Verification Analysis

4.1 Test Environment

Table 3 shows detailed description of our test environment.

Table 3: Test Environment
DBMS MS - SQL 2000

Web server Server IIS 5.0
Web Programming Language ASP

Virtual machine MS Virtual PC
Signature- IDS Snort 2.8.6.1
based IDS Packet capture Library winpcap 4.0

Packet capture Library Jpcap 0.7
HTML Parser Jericho HTML Parser

Anomaly-based JavaScript Parser Rhino 1.7 R3
IDS HMM Library JaHMM

JDK(language) Oracle JDK 1.6(Java)

For the verification of our proposed scheme, we configure a Web server environment with the altered
HTML documents created under the real attack and by the hacking tool. We configure a virtual network
where a Web server is operating under the vulnerable OS-Window 2000.
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4.2 Datasets

We use the following datasets for the verification.

• 31 altered HTML documents provided by one of Korean Security Agencies. They are generated
by the real inside attacks and detoured attacks. This dataset is used to evaluate detection rate.

• Dataset generated by HDSI which is a SQL injection hacking tool and Dataset generated by Havij
which is an automated SQL injection tool. These two data sets are used to show detection effi-
ciency of each detection scheme.

4.3 Verification

To verify the detection rate, we use the first dataset of 31 altered HTML documents.
At first, two detection schemes are tested individually. Evaluated detection rate for each detection scheme
is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Detection results from each detection scheme
Number of normal documents Number of detections Number of misses

signature-based IDS 20 11
31 HTML documents

anomaly-based IDS 29 2

Figure 6: Venn Diagram of detected attacks

The missed detections in each IDS are different each other, and it causes two IDSs to complement
each other as shown in Figure 6. Then, we tested the same dataset in two steps; at first signature-based
detection and then anomaly-based detection. Evaluated result shows that all altered documents caused by
attacks are detected through two steps as shown in Table 5. Even though each detection method cannot
detect all attacks, the combined two-step detection could detect all altered documents.

Table 5: Detection results from two-step detection scheme
Number of Number of passed documents Number of passed documents

altered documents after signature-based scheme after anomaly-based scheme

31 11(20 are detected) 0 (all are detected)
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To verify the detection efficiency of each detection approach, we test two datasets. At first, we detect
attacks generated by inputting various SQL queries as Web parameters in HDSI. HDSI tries to attack a
DB through Web servers in 5 stages. Each stage generates attacks from Web server to DBMS in order to
get detailed data.

Table 6: Detection of attacks generated by HDSI
Stage Signature-based IDS Anomaly-based IDS

1st stage none 19
2nd stage none 14
3rd stage none 86
4th stage none 311
5th stage 30 90

An anomaly-based IDS detects abnormal documents in each stages: 19 anomalies in the 1st stage,
14 anomalies in the 2nd stage, 86 anomalies in the 3rd stage, 311 anomalies in the 4th stage and finally
90 anomalies(3 anomalies per each e-mail, 30 e-mails) in the 5th stage as shown in Table 6. From
the analysis result, we can find the efficiency of the anomaly-based IDS in detecting different trained
anomalies. On the other hand, the signature–based IDS detects only 30 e-mail attacks in the 5th stage.
It is because only error documents are generated in the 1st - 4th stages, thus no signatures are found in
them.

Table 7: Detection of attacks generated by Havij
Stage Signature-based IDS Anomaly-based IDS

1st stage 9 none
2nd stage none none
3rd stage 1 none
4th stage 139 none

Another test is performed using dataset generated by Havij, which is an automated SQL injection tool
that helps penetration testers to find and exploit SQL injection vulnerabilities on a Web page through 4
stages. As shown in Table 7, signature-based IDS detects attacks in the 1st, 2nd and 4th stages because
they have known distinctive marks in the context. However, anomaly-based IDS cannot detect any attacks
because attacks change tag’s content strings in the context rather than tag’s attributes or JavaScript code.
They are not trained in our normal models as an observation symbol of HMM. From table 6 and 7, we
find that each approach alone is not sufficient for detecting insider attacks. Analysis of the results in
Table 4, 6 and 7 justifies our two-step scheme.

5 Summary

Even though external outsider attacks are constantly evolving and increasing, they are well detected
and protected with the corresponding technical improvement. Insider attacks, unusual type of attacks,
become more serious and common threat which uses the insider’s legal privileges for malicious purpose.
Most works on detecting insider attacks are based on identifying abnormal insider’s activity and finding
any significant change in insider’s activities. It is found that many insider attacks and detoured attacks to
the Web server disclose confidential/private information or spread malware codes to outside, and these
harm could be protected by inspecting HTTP outbound traffic.
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In this paper, we propose an improved detection scheme for insider and detoured attacks based on
the analysis addressed in section 2. Our proposed scheme has two-step hierarchy to detect abnormal tags
and JavaScript codes in HTML documents. The first step is signature-based detection using Snort and
the second step is anomaly-based detection using HMM. Through the verification analysis with HTML
documents created under the attacked Web server environments, we show that insider attacks can be
detected by inspecting HTTP outbound traffic from the Web server, and our proposed two-step scheme
improves the detection rate compared to each detection scheme.

As an extension, our proposed scheme could be applicable to the backdoor attack which is a method
of bypassing authentication and securing remote access to a Web server. It has been a serious threat over
past few years, because outbound traffic generated by backdoor attacks have various types of packets and
becomes more dangerous due to the unusual control of a Web server.
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